Looking for fun things
to do in Exmouth?

ADVERTISEMENT
FEATURE

LOOK NO FURTHER!
Ocean has a state of the art
bowling alley, soft play areas, and a
range of food options, it’s the best
place to keep everybody happy!

OCEAN EXMOUTH
The Premier Family
Entertainment Centre
With A Sea View

Call us to find out more
or pop by and say hi!

TEL: 01395 266 500
OCEAN, QUEENS DRIVE, EXMOUTH, DEVON, EX8 2AY

A plaque on the wall at Ocean Exmouth reads: Our

sisters, becoming bored or disruptive. But teenagers

Ocean is not primarily a tourist attraction, even

Vision: To give our customers, young and old, a

cannot be expected to enjoy activities they have

though it is popular with visitors. “It’s not just for

fabulous experience. To dare to be different.

grown out of - and why should they? The solution is

holidaymakers, it’s something with local residents in

To always exceed expectations.”

to provide different options, close together, so that

mind.” He explained that the regular free jazz nights

Ocean Exmouth is a premier family entertainment
centre in a stunning location on the sea front. Its
bars and restaurants have beautiful views, especially

everyone can enjoy themselves and the parents

became so popular, and overcrowded, that Ocean

can relax nearby with a coffee or a drink,

organised extra sessions. A regular comedy club will

enjoying the view.

start in September, “because local people asked for

the terrace on the top floor – a popular place for

The Engine Room is Ocean’s newly-refurbished

it,” Justin explained, and Ocean is planning a big

watching the sunset. It is also the only place of its

downstairs restaurant, with a range of bar-style food

New Year’s Eve party.

kind in the area, offering everything a family

including vegetarian and vegan options. It is gaining

Thom Dodd, a duty manager, thinks the ‘customer

needs on a day out, all under one roof.

a good reputation for its burgers, made from locally

experience’ at Ocean is also good because the staff

Keeping children of different ages entertained

produced meat. Dogs are welcome in the Engine

genuinely enjoy working there. “It’s got stunning

can be difficult. Small children are too young for

Room – there is even a range of drinks for them.

views, and it’s just a pleasant place to work,”

activities that appeal to their older brothers and

Manager Justin Moore is keen to emphasise that

he said. Why not come to see it for yourself?

